




























The Holt Building
Listed Building Details

Ref: http://www.imagesofengland.org.uk

IoE Number: 41676
Location: THE HOLT, HOLT LANE (south side), WOKINGHAM, BERKSHIRE
Date listed: 15 July 1987
Grade II

The Holt II Large house, now girls' school.

Late C16, extended and altered mid C17 and late C19.

Brick with stone dressings part tile hanging; tiled gabled roofs.

U-plan with several gabled extensions. 2 storeys and attics.

4 large chimneys with rectangular bases, diamond shafts and offset heads.

Windows mostly C19 sashes, some with glazing bars in upper sash.

North front:- plinth, stone string course at second floor cill level.

3 gables of different sizes with circular pierced and moulded bargeboards; 2 angular bays at first
floor with moulded and dentilled cornices to lead roofs. The one at left has a large moulded
stone bracket in centre.

Windows C19 sashes and casements, irregularly spaced with rubbed brick arches on ground
and first floors; terra cotta cills throughout.

C19 extension on right with dentilled and moulded terra cotta string, and dentilled, painted
wooden eaves cornice.

Angled dormer on corner.

6 panel entrance door, top 2 glazed roughly in centre under second bay, with stone lintel
inscribed with 2 dates; 1648.1886.

Interior:fine open well staircase, probably of the 1648 date; 4 flights, square newels, with drop
finials, splat balusters, moulded handrail, and heavily moulded, closed string.

Former morning room, now deputy head's room contains early C18 panelling, with small
dentilled and moulded cornice; overmantel with semi-circular niches either side, the one on the
left is larger and has 3 serpentine shelves.

Some C17 and early C18 panelling in entrance hall.

A simple coupled oak roof with some heavy rafters.
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The Holt Building, Wokingham 

 

Summary: 

Records of the Whitlock family suggest that there was a house on The Holt site from at least some time 
between 1509 to 1589.  Evidence from other buildings in Wokingham of a similar age suggests that the 
house may well have been a hall house.  It would have been timber framed, probably with a wattle and 
daub infill and with a thatched or tiled roof.  It would probably have been two storeys in height and have 
occupied the footprint of the house that existed in the photo taken before 1886. 

At a later date, possibly 1648 the house was altered.  The building was faced with bricks, open, 
shuttered windows would have become glassed and fireplaces and chimneys would replace the open 
hall house fire.  New rooms would have been formed by building walls within the open hall house 
structure and a staircase added. 

In Georgian times – 18th century – substantial alterations were carried out.  Perhaps a third floor was 
added, sash windows may have been fitted and more rooms formed.  It is likely that the main staircase 
was built at this time along with the fancy panelling and arches which make up the foyer and the 
stairway walls. 

In 1886 the house was purchased by the Heelas family.  They had been renting the property since the 
1850’s but, as owners, they were able to extensively modify and add to the building.  They added the 
porch on the north side, a substantial two storied west wing and extended the south frontage by a 
metre for most of the first two floors.  Fireplaces were rebuilt and cast iron fire surrounds added.  Some 
new fireplaces were added and new chimney flues integrated into the existing chimneys.  The external 
plaster rendering was removed to expose the brickwork and the top two stories were hung with 
diagonal tiles in the style of the day. 

In 1930 the building was sold to Berkshire County Council to be used as Wokingham County Girls School 
which soon became The Holt School.  Further alterations were made to the interior of the building to 
accommodate the school but these were minor compared to the 1886 rebuilding.  Most current rooms 
within the building remain as they were in the 1929 auction catalogue. 

The building achieved grade 2 listed status with English Heritage in 1987.  Any work now carried out on 
the building must be approved by the heritage architect and the building must remain largely as it was 
at the time it was listed. 

In 1997 extensive remedial works were carried out to replace timber which had been badly damaged by 
death watch beetle and dry rot and to strengthen the structure where failings by the Victorian builders 
had been found.  Parts of the building were underpinned and all work was completed in line with the 
listed building status.  The building should last for many more years. 

The photos which follow show evidence for some of these conclusions and also illustrate aspects of the 
building as it is in January 2012. 

 

Steve Thomas 

January 2012 
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Photo numbers refer to the full sized images on the CD ROM 

Photo  Comments 

1 

 

North elevation before 1886 

This is the earliest photo of The Holt Building – taken from 
the North elevation.  We know that it shows the building 
before 1886 because in 1886 the new owners, the Heelas 
family, carried out extensive alterations and additions to 
the structure which are not shown on this photo. 

Records refer to: 

 John Whitlock owning The Holt during his lifetime (1509-
1589) 

William Whitlock in 1617 – indenture and lease 

Richard Whitlock in 1644 - indenture 

Robert Whitlock in 1648 – transfer of interest from John to 
Robert (brothers) 

These suggest that there was a house on this site from at 
least some time in the 16th century. 

2 

 

South elevation 2012 

This is a view of the south elevation of the building 
showing the part of the building which features in the pre 
1886 photo (above).  i.e. the part of the building between 
the chimneys on the left and right ends (West and East 
elevations).  The frontage on the lower two storeys 
projects one metre beyond the earlier building line and 
was added in 1886.  The top storey and a small section on 
the right hand end is part of the original wall. (see photo 
45) 

3 

 

North elevation 2012 

This porch and doorway was added in 1886, as shown by 
the Victorian bricks and the fact that it does not show in 
photo 1.  The dates inscribed over the doorway are 
significant.  We know that an extensive re-build occurred 
in 1886.  1648 refers to the date when Richard Whitlock 
took possession of The Holt.  It is assumed that another 
major rebuild took place at this time although there is no 
proof of this.  The Victorian architect must have thought 
that 1648 had some significance. 
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4 

 

Rose street Wokingham 2012 

This photo shows cottages in Rose Street, Wokingham in 
January 2012.  They have been re-furbished but they are 
thought to date to Tudor times which is the time when 
John Whitlock owned The Holt.  It is possible that parts of 
The Holt are as old as these cottages 

5 

 

The Tudor cottages in photo 4 are assumed to have 
started life as hall houses as shown in this artists 
impression.  It is likely that The Holt was originally a hall 
house. 

A hall house contains basically one large room with a 
central open fire, vented through a roof opening.  All 
activities for the household took place in this one room – 
cooking, eating, sleeping etc.  Gradually other rooms and 
floors were added for storage, for the owner’s sleeping 
quarters and eventually fireplaces and chimneys were 
added.  Windows did not have glass, only wooden 
shutters.  

Examples of hall houses exist at The Weald and Downland 
Museum in East Sussex: 

 http://www.wealddown.co.uk/Buildings/Medieval-
House-from-North-Cray-Kent 

and at Stokesay castle in Shropshire.  

http://www.english-
heritage.org.uk/daysout/properties/stokesay-castle/ 

(although this is both larger and earlier) 

6 

 

This photo shows the demolition of a 16th century timber 
framed building in Wokingham.  It is quite possible that 
behind the brick and tile facade of The Holt building lies a 
similar timber frame.  I suspect that The Holt was 
originally two stories tall, as all these other properties are.  
It is possible that the hall house structure was altered and 
another floor added in 1648. 

http://www.wealddown.co.uk/Buildings/Medieval-House-from-North-Cray-Kent
http://www.wealddown.co.uk/Buildings/Medieval-House-from-North-Cray-Kent
http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/daysout/properties/stokesay-castle/
http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/daysout/properties/stokesay-castle/
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7 

 

Tudor House, Wokingham 2012 

Another 16th century Wokingham building, lovingly 
restored.  The early version of The Holt building may have 
been similar to this.  Bricks were not used much until 
around the 17th century.  Most buildings had an oak 
timber frame with the gaps filled with wattle and daub 
and then plastered with a lime plaster and whitewashed 
for weather proofing.  Wattle and daub consisted of a 
woven framework of wooden laths (wattle) with a mixture 
of clay and cow dung daubed on to it and dried.  As brick 
became cheaper and more readily available, the wattle 
and daub was removed and replaced by bricks.  In some 
cases the brickwork was built between the timber 
framing, which remained exposed.  In other cases the 
brickwork enclosed the timber frame which is hidden 
behind.  This is what has happened at The Holt. 

The building shown here probably has brickwork behind 
the plastered and panted façade.  Wattle and daub would 
have disintegrated a long time ago. 

8 

 

Second floor 2012 

This is the only room in The Holt building where there is 
an exposed timber frame on an external wall.  It is on the 
top floor and can only be seen from the inside of the 
building.  I expect that there is much more in the way of 
exterior timber framework in the building but it is covered 
by brickwork on the outside and by plaster and panelling 
on the inside. 

Another similar exterior beam was exposed in the 1997 
renovation in a room opposite this one.  It has been re-
covered and is no longer visible.  It shows in photo 17 

9 

 

Second floor 2012 

This shows timber framing on an internal wall on the top 
floor.  The size of the columns and their spacing is similar 
to other Tudor age buildings.  This wall is very near the 
East elevation of the building and might originally have 
been an exterior wall. 
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10 

 

Second floor 2012 

More framing timber to the right of that shown in photo 9 

11 

 

Second floor 2012 

This shows an old window frame which leans to the right.  
It is on the top floor opposite the framing timbers shown 
in photos 9 and 10. 

12 

 

Second floor 2012 

Timber framing on an internal wall on the top floor.  This is 
at the other end of the building from the walls shown in 
photos 9, 10 and 11. 

13 

 

Second floor 2012 

This photo shows the length of the older part of the 
building.  This is the length of the building in the per 1886 
photo (photo 1) 

14 

 

Second floor 2012 

This room occupies half the width of the building. 

15 

 

Conference room roof – second floor, 1997 

This shows old oak rafters joined with pegged mortice and 
tenon joints – traditional in old buildings 

 

16 

 

Conference room roof – second floor, 1997 

More old timber joints and also roughly cut timbers 
indicating old timber.  Nail marks on the underside of 
rafters show that laths were once attached to give a 
sloping ceiling. 
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17 

 

Conference room roof – second floor, 1997 

New oak and new brickwork fitted to strengthen the 
structure.  Notice the oak lintel running across the room 
just above the window.  This is similar to the exposed 
lintel in the room next door (photo 8) 

18 

 

Conference room east wall 1997 

Old oak beams found under the plaster.  They were 
riddled with death watch beetle and had to be replaced 
with modern brickwork.  Why these beams were there is 
not known but they may have marked the base of a lower 
roof in an older version of the building.  Perhaps showing 
that it was once a two storied building like the others in 
Wokingham of a similar age. 

19 

 

Conference room roof – second floor, 1997 

The beam supporting the ends of the rafters has 
disappeared due to dry rot and death watch beetle.  New 
steel ties have been inserted. 

 

20 

 

Second floor corridor 1997 

This picture shows the effect of death watch beetle.  
These timbers held the floor in the corridor on the second 
floor.  Only the strength of the floorboards had prevented 
the floor from collapsing.  The large holes are for joint 
pegs. 

21 

 

Conference room south wall – second floor, 1997 

Another substantial oak beam extends across the width of 
the room with timber framing studs morticed into it above 
and below.  Signs of a very old structure. 

The cast iron Victorian fireplace was probably fitted in 
1886 but there is evidence of an older, larger fireplace 
before it. 
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22 

 

First floor 1997 

This is the main oak beam supporting the floor in the 
finance office (first floor).  Floor joist were morticed into it 
but the beam had twisted to the right and the joist had 
pulled out.  There were iron brackets screwed to opposing 
joists, across the beam – probably placed in Victorian 
times.  The floorboards were holding the structure 
together. 

The white steel column at top left supported the weight of 
a similar oak beam on the floor above.  The Victorian 
builders had replaced a small window with a large bay 
window and not fitted a lintel to take the weight of the 
floor above.  The column served this purpose. 

The base of the column was held in place by 4 screws and 
it was wedged under one side to accommodate the twist 
in the beam it sat on. 

The beam was straightened and left in place.  Steel RSJ’s 
were placed on either side and new joists housed in them.  
A lintel was fitted above the window. 

23 

 

Ground floor 1997 

Floor joists under the stairs were just sitting on the soil. 

24 

 

Ground floor 1997 

This is part of the entrance foyer, under the stairs and to 
the left of the foot of the stairs.  When the floor was taken 
up it was discovered that the joists were simply sitting on 
the soil a shown here.   

The walls in this area were underpinned and a concrete 
foundation was laid under the floor joists. 

 

25 

 

View from the staircase down the first floor landing.  The 
staircase is quite old.  Its style and the panelling beside it 
are thought to be 18th century.  Beyond the furthest 
banisters is the 1m metre Victorian addition to the 
building.  The staircase is within the old part of the 
building suggesting that it was there before the Victorian 
addition. 
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26 

 

Stairwell 2012 

In 1997 the panelling and the lath and plaster above it was 
removed on both sides of the stairs at first floor level.  This 
revealed the studwork in the walls which was composed 
of irregular split tree trunks – not swan at all.  Again 
evidence of a very old building. 

27 

 

First floor corridor 2012 

More exposed internal timber framework.  This is in the 
old part of the building but the steps in the distance lead 
to the 1886 addition on the west elevation. 

28 

 

First floor 2012 

An old oak beam (painted) supporting the floor above. 

29 

 

First floor 2012 

18th century panelling 

30 

 

First floor 2012 

The other end of the same wall. 

31 

 

First floor 2012 

Bay window inserted into the original frontage in 1886 

32 

 

First floor 2012 
Alcove and structural column in old part of the building.  
The walls here are very thick. 
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33 

 

Half landing 2012 
From half landing down stairs to the main foyer.  If this 
had been a hall house it is likely that this area would have 
been the hall.  The stairs and the wall to the left would not 
have been there. 

34 

 

Ground floor 2012 

Showing the foot of the stairs and the 18th century 
panelling. 

35 

 

Ground floor 2012 

The remains of a very large fireplace.  It was a dining room 
in 1886 but may have been used for cooking in earlier 
times, given the size of the fireplace.  Currently the 
reception area 

36 

 

Ground floor 2012 

A serving hatch, probably Victorian but indicating how 
thick the walls are. 

37 

 

Ground floor 2012 

This doorway has been built into the wall of the pre 1886 
building and shows how thick the walls are.  The small 
room through the door is in the 1886 porch extension. 
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38 

 

Ground floor 2012 

An old archway at the eastern end of the old pert of the 
building. 

39 

 

East elevation 2012 

This shows two distinct parts of the building.  The older 
part is to the left as indicated by the smaller, irregular, 
handmade bricks.  The 1886 addition with its regular, 
standardised, machine made bricks and the tile hanging is 
on the right. 

40 

 

East elevation 2012 

A window has been inserted in 1886.  Victorian bricks 
surround the window but older brickwork is outside this 
area.  There is a steel tie passing through the building. 

41 

 

South elevation 2012 

The pre 1886 brickwork is evident here with an 1886 
buttress on the left. 
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42 

 

South elevation 2012 

This is pre 1886 brickwork with an 1886 buttress to the 
left and an 1886 bay window on the right.  Remains of the 
plaster render evident in the pre1886 photo (photo 1) can 
be seen. 

43 

 

South elevation 2012 

To the left is an 1886 bay window (shown internally in 
photo 31) and the 1886 porch.  To the right is the earlier 
brickwork from before 1886 and an 1886 decorative pillar. 

The top window in this photo is the one shown internally 
in photo 8 with the oak lintel above it. 

44 

 

West elevation 2012 

This chimney marks the western end of the building 
shown in photo 1.  Most of the brickwork is old and would 
have been in that photo.  The front flue has been added in 
1886 as shown by the change in the brickwork. 

45 

 

South elevation 

The  I metre deep 1886 addition to the frontage does not 
run quite the length of the old building.  The brickwork to 
the left of the down pipe is 1886.  The brickwork to the 
right is earlier. 
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46 

 

South elevation 2012 

This is the west wing added in 1886.  The building is faced 
with limestone and the rooms have a greater ceiling 
height than the in older part of the building. 

47 

 

South elevation 2012 

Terra Cotta builders tile in the south wall indicating the 
1886 building date. 

48 

 

North elevation – date unknown 

This photograph was probably taken in the early 1900’s 
while The Holt was still a private house.  It is certainly after 
1886. 

49 

 

South elevation – date unknown 

This is thought to date from the early 1900’s – judging by 
the clothing.  Apart from the removal of the ivy and the 
tall central chimney, the building looks much the same 
now, as shown below. 

The base of the tall chimney can still be seen on the top 
floor. 
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50 

 

South elevation 2008 

This is the view which defines the school and makes it a 
little bit special.  The building is now mostly administrative 
offices but pupils do use some of the rooms for meetings 
and exams so the whole school community still have a 
part in the life of this historic place. 

51 

 

Old stables – date unknown 

These old stables/barn existed beside The Holt building for 
many years, possibly centuries.  They were demolished 
before 1957 when a new block was built in their place. 

The old pear tree, shown in the drawing, still exists and 
still produces pears.  It is reputed to be 400 years old. 

52 

 

Aerial view 1953 

The Holt Building and the old stables are on the left of this 
picture.  The buildings to the right have been built 
between 1932 and 1950. 

53 

 

Aerial view 2005 

The Holt building occupies the top centre of the photo and 
the school buildings have spread over the site to 
accommodate 1250 pupils. 

54 

 

1900 Plan 

A plan showing The Holt (no 4) and Beches Manor (no. 5) 
in relation to each other and the rest of the town. 
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55 

 

1909 Ordnance survey map 

Showing a similar area but with more detail. 

56 

 

Beches Manor, before 1953 

Date of photo unknown but certainly before the 1953 fire. 

57 

 

Beches Manor, after 1953 

After the 1953 fire 

 

Copyright information: 

Most photos have been taken by Steve Thomas and are free to use. 

The following have been copied from other publications and copyright laws may apply: 

 

Photo numbers 5, 6, 48, 54 and 56 come from:  

Wokingham A Pictorial History by J. and R. Lea.  Published in 1990 by Phillimore & Co Ltd, Shopwyke 

Hall, Chichester, Sussex 

 

Photo number 57 comes from: 

Britain In Old Photographs: Wokingham by Bob Wyatt.  Published in 1995 by Alan Sutton Publishing Ltd 

Phoenix Mill, Far Thrupp, Stroud, Gloucestershire, GL5 2BU 

 

Photo number 55 comes from: 

Old Ordnance Survey Maps: Wokingham 1909. Published by Alan Godfrey Maps, Prospect Business 

Park, Leadgate, Consett, DH8 7PW. 

 

I have no information about:  The drawing of The Old Stables (51) and photo numbers 1, 49, 52 and 53. 
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The Holt Building 
Listed Building Details 

Ref: http://www.imagesofengland.org.uk 

 

IoE Number: 41676 
Location: THE HOLT, HOLT LANE (south side),  WOKINGHAM, BERKSHIRE 
Date listed: 15 July 1987 
Grade II 

 

The Holt II Large house, now girls' school.  

Late C16, extended and altered mid C17 and late C19.  

Brick with stone dressings part tile hanging; tiled gabled roofs.  

U-plan with several gabled extensions. 2 storeys and attics.  

4 large chimneys with rectangular bases, diamond shafts and offset heads.  

Windows mostly C19 sashes, some with glazing bars in upper sash.  

North front:- plinth, stone string course at second floor cill level.  

3 gables of different sizes with circular pierced and moulded bargeboards; 2 angular bays at first 
floor with moulded and dentilled cornices to lead roofs. The one at left has a large moulded 
stone bracket in centre.  

Windows C19 sashes and casements, irregularly spaced with rubbed brick arches on ground 
and first floors; terra cotta cills throughout.  

C19 extension on right with dentilled and moulded terra cotta string, and dentilled, painted 
wooden eaves cornice.  

Angled dormer on corner.  

6 panel entrance door, top 2 glazed roughly in centre under second bay, with stone lintel 
inscribed with 2 dates; 1648.1886.  

Interior:fine open well staircase, probably of the 1648 date; 4 flights, square newels, with drop 
finials, splat balusters, moulded handrail, and heavily moulded, closed string.  

Former morning room, now deputy head's room contains early C18 panelling, with small 
dentilled and moulded cornice; overmantel with semi-circular niches either side, the one on the 
left is larger and has 3 serpentine shelves.  

Some C17 and early C18 panelling in entrance hall.  

A simple coupled oak roof with some heavy rafters. 

 


